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★ In war, the ‘right’ side does not always win. Ukraine could lose. Western action (or inaction) suggests that governments are not worried enough about the consequences of Ukrainian defeat.

★ In wars of attrition, sooner or later one side will run out of the resources or resolve to carry on. Ukraine has run short of manpower and munitions – though the US House of Representatives’ approval of a new aid package will help with the latter problem. Russia started with more of both troops and materiel, and having put its economy and society on a war footing, it is now recruiting more troops than Ukraine can, and providing them with more equipment and ammunition than the West is supplying to Ukraine.

★ Russia is also making progress on the political battlefield in the West. In the US, Donald Trump would apparently try to force Ukraine to give up territory if he were elected president in November. In Europe, parties with close ties to Russia are expected to do well in elections to the European Parliament in June.

★ Unless forced to do so, Putin is unlikely to stop short of his objective of destroying Ukraine as a sovereign state. The West must understand the implications if Russia were able to achieve such a victory:

★ a vastly increased threat to the rest of Europe from a militarised Russia that might even be tempted to test the solidity of NATO’s Article 5 guarantee, particularly if Trump were president;

★ increased cross-border organised crime and arms-smuggling from Ukraine;

★ migration of millions more Ukrainians to Europe, fleeing from the kind of atrocities already seen in occupied areas of Ukraine;

★ significant damage to global food security, driving migration from vulnerable countries in the Middle East and Africa that have been major markets for Ukrainian food exports;

★ global nuclear proliferation, as countries conclude that having nuclear weapons provides more reliable security than promises of help from allies;

★ diminished international influence for the West, and increased influence for Russia and China.

★ Ukraine’s defeat is not inevitable, provided it gets more help. The West must increase its defence industrial capacity rapidly. Finance ministries must find ways to facilitate this now, even at the expense of higher deficits in the short term.

★ Since increasing defence production will take time, the West should raid its stocks. Countries that face no immediate threat should give more to Ukraine.

★ The West should also give Ukraine more ability to strike at military and defence industrial targets deep inside Russia. Oil refineries should not be off limits: they provide the Russian war machine with fuel and the Russian government with revenue.
Sanctions enforcement should be tightened, both by targeting Western producers of sensitive items who turn a blind eye to Russia acquiring their goods via third countries, and by putting more pressure on Russia’s ‘shadow fleet’ of oil tankers.

The West should not allow Putin to frighten it. He has learned that issuing threats, especially nuclear threats, can delay or deter Western help for Ukraine. Macron was right to say that the deployment of Western troops in Ukraine should not be ruled out. If Western aircraft can be used to defend Israel from Iranian drones and missiles, they can be used to defend Ukraine.

There is unlikely to be Western consensus on more direct involvement in the conflict. But there is no good alternative. Confronting Russia in eastern Ukraine would be terrible, but better than confronting it later on NATO territory.

Ukraine may not have been a vital strategic interest for the West before 2014, but once Putin had annexed Crimea, he transformed it into one. Europe will never be secure as long as Russia can pursue Putin’s imperial dream; Ukraine’s victory would be the most important step towards ending it.

Western action (or more often, inaction) suggests that governments are not as worried as they should be about the possibility that Ukraine might be defeated and the consequences if it were. In fairness, some countries have done a lot; since the war started, Estonia has given 4.1 per cent of its GDP in bilateral and EU aid to Ukraine; Denmark 3 per cent; and Lithuania 2 per cent. In the early days of the war, the EU surprised many (probably including many inside its institutions) by agreeing to fund weapons supplies for Ukraine – so far, the European Peace Facility has spent €11.1 billion on weapons, munitions and other military aid to Ukraine.

But the West has often taken the right decisions only after long hesitation – in some cases, long enough to allow Russia to prepare its counter-measures. In the autumn of 2022, Ukraine liberated significant areas of territory, particularly in the north and north-east of the country. With large numbers of Western tanks it could have pressed home its advantage. By the time small numbers of Western tanks began to arrive in late winter and early spring 2023, the opportunity had been lost: Russia had laid enormous minefields, and Ukraine’s 2023 counter-attack achieved little. Though Ukrainians have welcomed the approval of the latest $60.8 billion US military assistance package, it has been held up for six months by the internal politics of the Republican Party, and Russia has meanwhile been able to profit from Ukraine’s lack of artillery and air defence munitions.

Ukrainian victory seems to be a low priority. In Germany, Chancellor Olaf Scholz worried that Germany might be drawn more deeply into the conflict, doggedly refuses to provide Ukraine with long-range Taurus missiles that would enable it to hit Russian logistic hubs, airbases and infrastructure like the Kerch bridge, via which Russia supplies its forces in Crimea. The US administration is worried about disrupting global oil markets and raising fuel prices in an election year: higher inflation in the US might increase the chances of a victory for Donald Trump. Consequently, it has warned Kyiv to stop targeting Russian oil refineries, even though reducing Russian fuel
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In war, the ‘right’ side does not always win. Franco’s Nationalists won the Spanish Civil War; the Taliban drove the West out of Afghanistan. Ukraine’s president, Volodymyr Zelenskyy, said recently that without more US help, Ukraine would lose the war. The commander of Ukrainian forces, Oleksandr Syrskyy, warned on April 13th that the situation in the east of the country had deteriorated significantly. Even if the aid belatedly approved by the US House of Representatives on April 20th arrives in the next few weeks, democratic Ukraine could still be defeated by authoritarian Russia. Western countries – especially European countries – need to decide how much this matters to them. At present, some, such as the Baltic states, are doing all they can to ensure that Russia does not win. A few, such as Hungary, seem to be actively working against Ukraine. But for most countries, there is a sizeable gap between leaders’ rhetoric, proclaiming support for Ukraine, and their revealed priorities, in terms of defence spending, weapons delivery and willingness to talk honestly to their domestic audience about the war.
production hurts both the logistics of Russian forces and the Kremlin’s export revenues, and even though Ukraine has carefully avoided cutting Russian crude oil exports, which would have much more effect on world markets. President Emmanuel Macron has said that it is key for Europe’s security to defeat Russia in Ukraine. But France and Poland (another vocal supporter of Ukraine) have been instrumental in reducing Ukraine’s ability to support itself financially: they have forced the Commission to impose ‘safeguard measures’ on various Ukrainian agricultural exports, limiting their sale in the EU. EU member-states cannot agree to confiscate more than €200 billion in frozen Russian assets and use them for Ukraine’s benefit – although they have at least taken steps towards using the interest on those frozen assets for Ukraine’s benefit. European members of NATO also remain reluctant to commit €100 billion of their own money to a fund providing defence supplies for Ukraine, as proposed by NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg.

This policy brief looks at Ukraine’s military and political situation and how to define defeat. It analyses the catastrophic consequences for the West and especially for Europe if Russia were to achieve a decisive victory. It assesses the real balance of power between Russia and the West as well as the balance of risk between action and inaction, while outlining the steps necessary to ensure that Ukraine both survives in the short term and drives Russia out of all occupied territory in the long term.

Ukraine’s situation

Until the last few weeks, the war seemed to have settled into an attritional phase. But in any war of attrition, at some point one of the sides will run out of the resources or resolve to carry on fighting. Until recently, Ukraine showed no sign of losing its confidence in eventual victory, but there is a growing risk that the lack of material resources needed to fight and resultant heavy civilian and military casualties will undermine the country’s resolve as well.

“At some point one side will run out of the resources or resolve to carry on fighting.”

Russia enjoys big advantages in equipment and troop numbers. Before the war, Russia’s population was 144 million; Ukraine’s was less than 44 million. Like Russia, Ukraine has suffered large losses – probably considerably more than the 31,000 deaths that President Volodymyr Zelensky admitted to in an interview with CNN in February. Ukraine claims to have 850,000 troops in total, but it is finding it hard to replace its losses. It has just lowered the minimum mobilisation age from 27 to 25, in an effort to increase its forces.

Russia, on the other hand, has total forces of more than 1.1 million, of whom more than 600,000 are in Ukraine (according to Vladimir Putin). After mobilising 300,000 troops in September 2022 Russia has not needed to resort to mobilisation again, despite suffering 350,000 casualties, killed and wounded, since the start of the war. A combination of generous pay for ‘contract’ soldiers and pressure on conscripts to sign contracts at the end of their compulsory military service is giving Russian forces most of the troops they need. Putin claimed at the end of 2023 that 486,000 ‘contract soldier-volunteers’ had been recruited.

In terms of equipment, Ukraine has inflicted serious damage on Russian forces. The UK assessed at the end of January 2024 that Russia had lost 2,600 main battle tanks, 4,900 other armoured vehicles and 1,400 artillery pieces – more than it can replenish with new production. Jack Watling and Nick Reynolds of the Royal United Services Institute (RUSI), two of the most reliable observers of the war, wrote in February that Russian defence industry was providing 1,500 tanks and 3,000 other armoured vehicles, new and refurbished, per year – but refurbished vehicles are coming from limited and depleting reserves in storage. That still puts Russia in a much better position than Ukraine, however. At the start of the war, Ukraine reportedly had about 1,000 tanks. Verifiable losses since then have reached almost 800 (the real total is likely to be somewhat higher). Data on Western supplies
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is incomplete, since some countries keep it secret, but the number of tanks delivered since the start of the war seems to be around 700, more than half of which are old Soviet or Soviet-derived models; fewer than a quarter are the modern Abrams (provided by the US), Challenger 2 (UK) or Leopard 2 (Germany and other NATO countries). There are no immediate promises of more.

“Russian daily shelling rates now exceed Ukraine’s by five to one, and the ratio is worsening.”

By the start of 2024, it had become clear that the EU would only be able to deliver about half of the million shells it had promised to send Ukraine by March 2024; delivery of the remainder might be complete by the end of the year. A NATO estimate puts Russian production at 3 million artillery rounds a year, with at least 1 million more rounds supplied by North Korea. As a result, Russian daily shelling rates now exceed Ukraine’s by five to one, and the ratio is worsening. As NATO’s Supreme Allied Commander Europe, General Christopher Cavoli, told the US House of Representatives Armed Services Committee on April 10th, “if one side can shoot and the other side can’t shoot back, the side that can’t shoot back loses”.

Russia is now producing ‘glide bombs’ – free-fall bombs with GPS navigation and wings – weighing as much as 1500 kilograms, with a range of up to 40 kilometres. These can devastate Ukraine’s front-line positions. Ukraine has no counter to them: it does not have the short-range air-defence weapons that could shoot down the bombs in flight, and it does not have the longer-range air defence to shoot down or force back the aircraft that launch them. Ukraine is gradually losing ground: since the beginning of the year, the time-lapse maps produced by the Institute for the Study of War and the American Enterprise Institute’s Critical Threats Project have shown only small changes in control of territory, but they have all been in favour of Russia.

Russian attacks are not confined to military targets: in recent weeks it has stepped up its attacks on civilian infrastructure, and particularly power plants. According to one estimate, a series of missile strikes in late March knocked out more than 20 per cent of Ukraine’s generating capacity. Another attack on April 11th destroyed a large coal-fired plant that generated electricity for Kyiv and several other northern regions of Ukraine. Putin claims that these attacks come in retaliation for Ukrainian drone strikes on a number of Russian oil refineries, but it is more likely that they are planned assaults on Ukraine’s industrial capacity, and in particular its efforts to increase defence production, and that ‘retaliation’ is only a post hoc justification. Putin has also described the strikes on power plants as part of Russia’s “demilitarisation” of Ukraine.

Putin has often claimed in the past to be striking civilian targets in Ukraine to retaliate for something Ukraine has done, such as the attack on the Kerch bridge between Russia and Crimea in October 2022, but he has also hit them when there was no obvious act to retaliate for. According to the World Health Organisation, for example, in the first two years of the war there were 1574 attacks on healthcare facilities – those were not claimed as retaliation for anything. Power cuts may simply be intended to demoralise the civilian population. But in this case, as Ukraine has been stepping up domestic production of weapons, partly in order to compensate for falling supplies from the West, Putin has an obvious motivation to cut the power supply to industry. Depending on how long it takes to repair power plants and other elements of the electricity grid, Ukrainians could suffer from power shortages for many months, and the government would have to make difficult choices between domestic, industrial and public service demand for electricity.

Russian political warfare and its Western allies

Russia is not just occupying more Ukrainian territory, producing more materiel and undermining Ukraine physically. It is also advancing on the political battlefield in the West – sometimes without even having to make any effort itself. Donald Trump has claimed that he could bring the war in Ukraine to an end in one day, apparently by stopping military aid to Ukraine and forcing it to cede Crimea and the Donbas to Russia. But Republican opposition to helping Ukraine is not just shaped by Trump: Russian propaganda is also penetrating the Congressional Republican Party, as the (Republican) Chair of the House of Representatives intelligence committee
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has complained. Russian intelligence agencies have been particularly active in trying to shape the US debate, realising the importance of hindering US military aid to Ukraine. They use different narratives to appeal to different audiences: for some, they suggest that the Biden administration is helping Ukraine at the expense of guarding America’s borders against illegal immigration; for others, they attempt to portray Zelenskyy as personally corrupt, and leading an equally corrupt regime that steals American money; for others, they focus on portraying Vladimir Putin as the guardian of traditional Christian values. For some, no Russian narrative is required: they simply want the US to disengage from the rest of the world and not get involved in foreign conflicts.

In Europe, Russia and its witting or unwitting allies use many of the same narratives, but its propaganda also plays on European fears of war and seeks to divide Europe from the US. The governments of Hungary and Slovakia have made clear their opposition to giving further military aid to Ukraine, and – despite EU and NATO leaders having declared that Ukraine should join both at some point – Hungarian prime minister Viktor Orbán has suggested that Ukraine should be a buffer zone between Russia and the EU/NATO, rather than a member of either organisation. Parties with ties to Russia (and to Russian intelligence agencies) are expected to do well in many EU member-states in the European Parliament elections in June.

Defining Ukrainian defeat

Perhaps one reason that Ukraine is in such danger is that most Western leaders have been so vague about their aims in Ukraine. The Ukrainian government has been clear about its definition of victory, involving the recovery of all occupied territory, including Crimea and the Donbas, the payment of reparations by Russia and accountability for war crimes and for the crime of aggression. The West has stuck to ‘supporting Ukraine as long as it takes’, without defining what ‘it’ is.

If the criteria for success are unclear, so are the criteria for failure. A maximalist version might be that anything short of full achievement of Ukraine’s aims is a failure; a minimalist version, that only the complete extinction of Ukrainian statehood would be failure – survival, in whatever truncated form, would be success. The West needs to avoid calibrating its help to ensuring a rump Ukraine’s survival, and then declaring victory. It should focus on the risk that without Western help on a much greater scale than now, Ukraine will be vulnerable to Russia breaking through its defences and advancing rapidly. Unless he is forced to, Putin is very unlikely to stop short of his maximalist objective of destroying Ukraine as an independent sovereign state.

The implications of defeat

If Putin were able to capture all or most Ukrainian territory, including in particular all of the major cities in the east and south, including Kyiv, Kharkiv, Odesa and Dnipro, what would the implications be for European, Western and wider global security?

**Strategic impact in Europe.** Russia under Putin has become an increasingly militarised society. From September 2024, military training will be compulsory for children aged 15 and up, and voluntary for those aged 12 and up. More and more of the Russian curriculum is being taken up with indoctrination, stressing Russia’s greatness and the threats to it from the West. The psychological conditioning of the population for war is not just for show: based on the (increasingly opaque) published Russian data, the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute estimated last year that in 2024 military spending of various kinds would make up 35 per cent of the federal budget, or 7.1 per cent of GDP – up from an already high 3.6 per cent in 2021. Russia is already a growing long-term threat to European security, but if it defeated and successfully occupied all or most of Ukraine, it would fundamentally alter the balance of power in Europe.

One cannot be sure how ambitious Putin’s ultimate objectives are, beyond the end of Ukraine as a sovereign entity (set out in his July 2021 essay ‘On the historical unity of Russians and Ukrainians’), but the historian Timothy Garton Ash has recorded that as far back as
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1994 Putin was talking of land beyond Russia’s borders “that historically always belonged to Russia”. Before he launched the full-scale invasion of Ukraine, he had made proposals for a more far-reaching re-ordering of European security in two draft treaties, one between the US and Russia and one between NATO and Russia. These called, among other things, for the US to cease all military co-operation with former Soviet states and to remove all nuclear weapons from bases outside US territory; and for all NATO forces and military infrastructure to be withdrawn from states that joined the alliance after the Cold War. In effect, Russia wanted Central and Eastern Europe to be left defenceless, and Western Europe no longer covered by the US nuclear umbrella. In 2023 Putin’s loyal lieutenant, former Russian president and current deputy chair of the Russian Security Council, Dmitri Medvedev, threatened Poland with “the death of Polish statehood in its entirety”.

“The more agricultural land is affected by fighting, the more Ukrainian food production will fall.”

If Putin felt emboldened by the West’s inability to prevent his victory in Ukraine, however, then he would be more likely to engage in ‘deniable’ operations in the Baltic states to test NATO’s Article 5 guarantee rather than conduct an immediate attack on Poland – a populous and well-armed state. If such actions did not meet with a firm response, a full-scale assault on a NATO state would become more likely. If Trump becomes US president, the risk of such a test would grow, given his anti-NATO rhetoric. European leaders would face the dilemma of whether to make their peace with Russia (which some, like Orbán, might find attractive) or rapidly increase their efforts to build up defence capabilities (which those bordering Russia would be more likely to do). NATO and the EU could find themselves divided and paralysed; if some countries failed to live up to their mutual defence commitments – Article 5 in the case of NATO, Article 42.7 in the case of the EU – then NATO and the EU could both fracture.

**Arms smuggling and organised crime.** Ukraine’s defeat would also mean large numbers of traumatised ex-service personnel potentially trying to escape Russian occupation. Russia could not be relied on to mount an effective operation to disarm and reintegrate them into society. Given high levels of corruption in both the Russian and Ukrainian armies before the war, there would be a high risk of small arms and light weapons ending up in the hands of organised criminal gangs, as happened in the Western Balkans after the Yugoslav wars.

**Migration.** Ukrainians have seen what happens in areas occupied by Russia. If Russia’s advance accelerates, it is likely that a significant part of the population (an estimated 31 million still living in areas controlled by the government, including 3.7 million internally displaced persons) will flee to the West. Even 20 per cent of the remaining population, added to the 4.25 million Ukrainians already receiving temporary protection in the EU, would overwhelm Europe’s capacity for managing migrant flows at the border, and its short-term ability to house and provide social support for refugees.

**Global food security.** Ukraine (like Russia) is one of the world’s most important food exporting countries. In 2021, it was responsible for more than 40 per cent of global exports of sunflower oil, more than 10 per cent of global maize exports and 11.5 per cent of global barley exports. The International Food Policy Research Institute has calculated that for Ukraine’s top six crops (barley, maize, rapeseed, soybeans, sunflower seeds and wheat), the net harvested area fell by almost a fifth between the 2021/2022 and the 2023/2024 seasons as a result of the war. The United Nations Development Programme already estimates that mines and explosive remnants of war potentially affect almost one-third of Ukrainian territory. In the short term, the further Russia advances and the more agricultural land is affected by fighting, the more production will fall. That will drive up world food prices and create social unrest in food-insecure countries, especially those in Africa and the Middle East that have been major markets for Ukrainian agricultural products – potentially driving further waves of migration towards Europe.

In the long term, if Russia can decontaminate occupied land and restore the area under cultivation to pre-war levels, it would become an even larger agricultural exporter. Combined Russian and Ukrainian wheat exports in 2021 accounted for almost 19 per cent of the global total, ahead of the US with just over 14 per cent. Russian and Ukrainian exports of sunflower oil made up more than 56 per cent of the global total. Russia would be able to use food exports as a political tool (as the US did during the Cold War), rewarding supporters with subsidised supplies.
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★ **Nuclear proliferation.** It is not clear whether Ukraine could have controlled the Soviet nuclear weapons left on its territory when it gained its independence, and turned them into a deterrent of its own. But in any case, it was persuaded to give them up. In return, in the Budapest Memorandum of 1994, it got security assurances from Russia, the UK and the US that they would respect its independence, sovereignty and existing borders. The UK and US did very little to help Ukraine when Russia violated its commitments in 2014, but in 2022 they and the rest of the West pledged to help Ukraine. If Ukraine is defeated, and Western promises prove to be empty, there is a clear message to other countries in vulnerable positions: develop nuclear weapons. The examples of India, Israel, Pakistan and North Korea suggest that it is better to have nuclear weapons and allies, but if you cannot have both, it is better to have nuclear weapons.

★ **Global influence.** The impact of a Russian victory on Western security would not be limited to Europe. Russia has been strengthening its relations with developing and emerging powers. It has been surprisingly successful in framing its war of aggression against Ukraine as a defensive war against ‘Western imperialism’. Many of the countries whose food supplies were curtailed by the Russian blockade of Ukraine’s Black Sea ports still blamed their problems on the West. Russia has reinforced its partnerships in the Middle East (especially with Iran and Syria). It has increased its footprint in Africa (in a range of countries in the Sahel) and Latin America (strengthening its ties with Venezuela and Brazil). As Russia’s prospects in Ukraine have improved, China has reportedly stepped up its support to Russia’s war effort. If Russia can defeat Ukraine, Western promises to support Kyiv ‘for as long as it takes’ will look hollow (indeed, they already look hollow to Ukrainians under Russian bombardment). Other Western partners may conclude that they should seek insurance from Beijing and Moscow, for fear that Washington and Brussels will not be able to help them in a crisis.

---

**What should the West do?**

Ukraine’s defeat is far from inevitable, however, and these risks will not materialise if Russia is beaten. One of Russia’s great successes in this war has been to convey Russian strength and convince the West of its own weakness. Yet on a purchasing power parity basis, the EU’s gross national income (GNI) in 2022 was more than five times that of Russia; the GNI of the EU and US combined was more than ten times that of Russia. The European members of NATO alone have almost 2 million military personnel – almost twice Russia’s claimed forces.

“Roosevelt called the US “the arsenal of democracy”; Europeans need to take on that role for Ukraine.”

A big economy and a large number of troops on their own do not guarantee success in war. The main difference between Russia and the West, at the moment, is that – despite Macron saying in June 2022 that France would out-produce Russia.42 It is not (quite) too late to start. President Franklin Roosevelt called the US “the arsenal of democracy” in 1940; Europeans need to take on that role for Ukraine. The EU needs to learn lessons from what has gone well and what has not in the effort to supply Ukraine with ammunition since the March 2023 EU agreement to speed up the delivery and joint procurement of ammunition. France needs to put to one side its preference for an EU-only effort to beef up procurement: those with significant defence sectors, like the UK, should be part of a co-ordinated programme to help Ukraine.

The West must invest in a rapid increase in defence industrial capacity in two ways. First, it should boost production of some complex and expensive equipment. The US can only produce 500 Patriot air defence missiles a year (a number that should increase to 650 by 2027), while Russia fired more than 80 missiles and drones at Ukrainian cities and energy infrastructure on the night of April 10th – 11th alone. France has increased production of its Caesar howitzer from two to eight per month, but needs to go much further. Second, the West should learn the lesson of this war, that cheap weapons systems can be as useful as expensive ones when used effectively. Cheap Ukrainian drones destroy Russian tanks that cost millions of euros; cheap Russian drones force Ukraine to use scarce expensive Western air defence missiles. The West should supply Ukraine with cheap mass-produced systems that are hard for Russia to counter. Zelensky has

---
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said that Ukraine will produce 1 million drones this year. The ‘drones coalition’ announced by the UK and Latvia in February is unambitiously promising Ukraine “thousands” of drones; it should be able to do much better.

Among the major obstacles to increasing European defence production to the required scale are finance ministries – or at least those of some states focused on reducing debt to GDP ratios at all costs, including Germany. The revised EU fiscal rules will allow member states to cut their deficits over seven years rather than four “if they carry out certain reforms and investments that improve resilience and growth potential and support fiscal sustainability and address common priorities of the EU. These include...” where necessary, the build-up of defence capabilities. But the fiscal rules will still force them to cut their budget deficits; they can be penalised if they do not. If budget deficits have to rise to win the war, they should be allowed to: would have to rise much further if Ukraine lost and the West had to rearm to face an emboldened and aggressive Russia. In 1943, the US budget deficit hit 26.9 per cent of GDP, without the US economy collapsing. As with the Covid pandemic, when countries incurred unprecedented deficits in the interests of keeping their economies functioning, the consequences of not investing in defence now are so serious that finance ministries should focus on how to facilitate it in the shortest time possible, while thinking about how to reduce deficits and debts once the war is won.

“Among the major obstacles to increasing European defence production to the required scale are finance ministries.”

Moreover, EU finance ministers, who also make up the board of the European Investment Bank (EIB), are moving at a snail’s pace to amend the bank’s rules to allow it to invest in or provide guarantees for investment in defence production. In March 2022, with Russia’s invasion of Ukraine already underway, the EIB set up the Strategic European Security Initiative (SESI), to make €6 billion in investments available by 2027. But in doing so, it restated its policy “of not investing in purely defence-related production or weaponry: “SESI projects must be ‘dual-use’, and need to be primarily motivated by their civil applications, meaning that projects are expected to have a predominant civilian use”. The European Council called in December 2023 for the EIB to step up its role “in European security and defence”, and rather more explicitly in February 2024 invited it “to adapt its policy for lending to the defence industry and its current definition of dual-use goods”. On April 12th, the EIB board agreed to waive the requirement that dual-use projects get more than half of their projected revenues from civilian uses, but still insisted that the bank should only invest in equipment or infrastructure serving defensive needs “such as reconnaissance, surveillance, spectrum protection and control, decontamination, research and development, equipment, military mobility, border control and protection of other critical infrastructure, and drones”. What Europe needs at present is more investment in weapons production, and EU leaders, as the shareholders of the EIB, should take whatever steps are necessary to ensure that the bank supports that objective.

Increasing production of anything takes time. In the interim, the West needs to raid its stocks for equipment that could help Ukraine. Air defence weapons and munitions are a top priority – Russia’s recent attacks on Ukrainian power plants have been much more effective than its previous attempts to destroy critical infrastructure. EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy Josep Borrell has complained that Western countries have 100 Patriot batteries but cannot supply seven to Ukraine. But Ukraine also needs more weapons to hold back the expected Russian offensive this summer. The West should learn from Russia: Western experts have tended to laugh at 60-year-old Russian tanks being brought out of storage, but they are better than nothing. The US in particular has vast quantities of obsolescent equipment stored in its western deserts, including hundreds of A-10 ground attack aircraft, built in the Cold War to destroy exactly the kind of armoured vehicles that Russia is using. The A-10 is more vulnerable than nothing. The US in particular has vast quantities of obsolescent equipment stored in its western deserts, including hundreds of A-10 ground attack aircraft, useful additional capabilities. The US reportedly also has 2,000 Abrams tanks in store, in addition to 6,000 in active service; and there are about 2,000 Leopard 2 tanks in various European countries. Ukraine could make better use of, say, 500 of each (or better still, 1,000) than their current owners can. Countries that are far from the front line have no reason to hoard equipment when a friendly country is fighting an existential war. Stoltenberg underlined...
this in a press conference on April 17th, when he said that if countries had to choose between meeting NATO capability targets and providing more aid to Ukraine, his message was clear: they should send more to Ukraine.53

“The West should stop allowing Putin to frighten it with the threat of escalation.”

The West should also give Ukraine more ability to strike deep into Russian territory. Ukraine is already developing drones with a range of 1,300 kilometres or more, which have been used to target oil refineries and a drone production facility, but these are slow-moving and vulnerable to countermeasures. For most of the war, Russia has been able to strike Ukrainian territory at will, without risking a response. There should not be any obstacle now to Ukraine hitting back at military, defence industrial or economic targets. Every drone factory taken out of production reduces the number of drones Ukraine has to destroy in the air. And if Ukraine can make Russia run short of fuel (it may already have damaged 15 per cent of Russia’s refinery capacity), that will force Russia to reduce exports, ration fuel for the domestic market, or spend money on buying fuel elsewhere.54 The US administration fears that increased fuel prices in an election year will push voters towards backing Trump, but provided that Ukraine continues to avoid targeting crude oil production and export facilities, so Russian oil still reaches refineries elsewhere, the effects on global markets are likely to be limited. Ukrainian strikes would be much less salient than Iranian attacks on Saudi production facilities or blocking of the Strait of Hormuz would be, if Tehran chose to do that at some point as part of its conflict with the West.

The West can do more to ensure that sanctions against Russia are effective. This is partly a matter of increasing domestic enforcement to ensure that firms are not exporting sensitive technology or components to obvious Russian front companies in third countries for re-export to Russia. The EU (and the UK) have opposed US secondary sanctions since the 1980s, but they are effective: Chinese companies that do more business in the US than they do in Russia (of which there are many) have generally complied with US sanctions. There are welcome signs that the EU and UK positions are evolving: they are at least sanctioning Chinese, Indian and other firms involved in re-exporting European components to Russia. A significant part of Russia’s crude oil is still being exported at prices above the G7 ‘cap’ by a so-called shadow fleet. The US has begun to sanction tankers from the shadow fleet, making the business much less attractive.55

Finally, the West should stop allowing Putin to frighten it with the threat of escalation. Putin does not want direct conflict with NATO; he has shown that in the past, notably when Turkey shot down a Russian fighter aircraft in 2015 without any military response from Russia. Ukraine is important to him; but regime (and personal) survival is even more important. He has seen, however, that threatening war, especially with the use of nuclear weapons, has been enough to prevent or at least delay the supply of various Western military capabilities that Ukraine could have used to mount a more effective defence – whether tanks, missiles or aircraft. Macron was right to say that deploying Western troops in Ukraine should not be ruled out (though he could do much more to help Ukraine even without putting French boots on the ground).56 Under the UN Charter, Ukraine has the right of collective and individual self-defence; Western countries have the right to help it. Even if a Western presence were limited to air defence units or logistic support, it would show that the EU and NATO did indeed regard Ukraine as ‘one of us’, as European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen said in the early days of the war. If France, the UK and the US can risk putting their fighters at risk to protect Israel from Iranian drone and missile strikes, should they not also be willing to protect Ukraine from Russian drone and missile strikes?

Conclusion

It is highly unlikely that there would be consensus in NATO, still the less the EU, to increase Western backing for Ukraine to the point of committing Western forces, even in defensive or supporting roles. Escalating Western support for Ukraine may be necessary, but it creates dilemmas.

First, efforts to encourage increased Western involvement might be counterproductive, and erode already shaky support for Ukraine in several EU and NATO members. In Slovakia, polling in 2023 showed that only 40 per cent of those questioned thought Russia was to blame for invading Ukraine; 34 per cent thought the West had provoked Ukraine, and 17 per cent thought Ukraine had oppressed Russian-speakers.57 A February 2024 survey of 12 EU member-states (11 of them also NATO members) for the European Council on Foreign Relations showed that majorities or pluralities in seven (Austria,
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Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Netherlands and Romania) thought that Europe should push Ukraine towards negotiating a peace deal with Russia, rather than supporting it in taking back the occupied territories. In no country was an absolute majority in favour of the latter option. Respondents were even more reluctant to increase support for Ukraine when they were asked what Europe should do if the next US president significantly limited aid to Ukraine. Apart from the leaders of the Baltic states and some in Central Europe, few European politicians are setting out for their publics the consequences of Ukrainian defeat, or making an unequivocal case for ensuring its victory.

"Europe will never be secure as long as Russia can pursue Putin’s imperial dream."

Second, if some countries decided to deploy forces in Ukraine, others might baulk at the risk of NATO or the EU being drawn into the conflict if Putin retaliated against NATO territory. Even under Biden, the US would probably put pressure on Europeans to stay out of Ukraine, and he would probably have many European leaders on his side; Trump might easily take increased European involvement in the war as an excuse to withdraw US forces from Europe or even pull the US out of NATO.

But there are no good alternatives. The war in Ukraine has reached the point where allowing the ‘coalition of the unwilling’ to dictate what the West can and cannot do also threatens Europe’s security. Confronting Russia while its forces are still in eastern Ukraine is a terrible prospect, but it is better than confronting an emboldened and re-armed Russia on a NATO member’s territory in a few years.

The American scholar John Mearsheimer argued in 2015 that “Ukraine is not a vital strategic interest for the West. It is a vital strategic interest for the Russians.” A partial response would be to say that it is an even more vital strategic interest for the Ukrainians themselves, and that they, not Putin, should decide their future. But – whether or not Ukraine was a vital strategic interest for the West before 2014 – once Putin had grossly violated international law by annexing Crimea, Ukraine’s success became a vital interest for the West. It is not clear, even in 2024, that every Western leader understands that. But the reality is that Europe will never be secure as long as Russia can pursue Putin’s imperial dream. Ukraine’s defeat is the most important step in realising that dream. Ukraine’s victory would be the most important step towards ending it. Perhaps that could even put Russia back on the road to being what many Russians said they wanted it to be after the collapse of the Soviet Union: a normal country.
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